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We investigate the computational requirements for all-sky, all-frequency searches for gravitational waves
from spinning neutron stars, using archived data from interferometric gravitational wave detectors such as
LIGO. These sources are expected to be weak, so the optimal strategy involves coherent accumulation of
signal-to-noise using Fourier transforms of long stretches of data ~months to years!. Earth-motion-induced
Doppler shifts, and intrinsic pulsar spindown, will reduce the narrow-band signal-to-noise by spreading power
across many frequency bins; therefore, it is necessary to correct for these effects before performing the Fourier
transform. The corrections can be implemented by a parametrized model, in which one does a search over a
discrete set of parameter values ~points in the parameter space of corrections!. We define a metric on this
parameter space, which can be used to determine the optimal spacing between points in a search; the metric is
used to compute the number of independent parameter-space points Np that must be searched, as a function of
observation time T . This method accounts automatically for correlations between the spindown and Doppler
corrections. The number Np(T) depends on the maximum gravitational wave frequency and the minimum
spindown age t5 f / f˙ that the search can detect. The signal-to-noise ratio required, in order to have 99%
confidence of a detection, also depends on Np(T). We find that for an all-sky, all-frequency search lasting
T5107 s, this detection threshold is hc'(4 – 5)h3/yr , where h3/yr is the corresponding 99% confidence thresh-
old if one knows in advance the pulsar position and spin period. We define a coherent search, over some data
stream of length T , to be one where we apply a correction, followed by a fast Fourier transform of the data, for
every independent point in the parameter space. Given realistic limits on computing power, and assuming that
data analysis proceeds at the same rate as data acquisition ~e.g., 10 days of data gets analyzed in ;10 days!,
we can place limitations on how much data can be searched coherently. In an all-sky search for pulsars having
gravity-wave frequencies f <200 Hz and spindown ages t>1000 yr, one can coherently search ;18 days of
data on a teraflops computer. In contrast, a teraflops computer can only perform a ;0.8-day coherent search for
pulsars with frequencies f <1 kHz and spindown ages as low as 40 yr. In addition to all-sky searches we
consider coherent directed searches, where one knows in advance the source position but not the period.
~Nearby supernova remnants and the galactic center are obvious places to look.! We show that for such a
search, one gains a factor of ;10 in observation time over the case of an all-sky search, given a 1 Tflops
computer. The enormous computational burden involved in coherent searches indicates the need for alternative
data analysis strategies. As an example we briefly discuss the implementation of a simple hierarchical search
in the last section of the paper. Further work is required to determine the optimal approach.
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PACS number~s!: 95.55.Ym, 04.80.Nn, 95.75.Pq, 97.60.GbI. INTRODUCTION
The direct observation of gravitational waves is a realistic
goal for the kilometer-scale interferometers which are now
under construction at various sites around the world @1,2#.
However, the battle to see these waves is not over when the
detectors are constructed and running. Searching for gravita-
tional wave signals in the interferometer output presents its
own problems, not the least of which is the sheer volume of
data involved.
Potential sources of gravitational waves fall roughly into
three classes: bursts, stochastic background, and continuous
emitters. Burst sources produce signals which last for times
considerably shorter than available observation times. The
chirp signals from compact coalescing binaries belong to this
class. Since theoretical waveforms, valid during the inspiral
phase of the binary evolution, have been accurately calcu-
lated using post-Newtonian methods @3#, it is possible to570556-2821/98/57~4!/2101~16!/$15.00search the data stream for chirps using matched filtering
techniques. Detailed studies have been carried out to ascer-
tain the optimal set of search templates @4,5#, and a prelimi-
nary investigation of search algorithms is now under way
@6#. Detection of other, not so well understood, sources in
this class—e.g. nonaxisymmetric supernovas—has received
limited attention @7#.
Flanagan @8# has determined how to cross correlate the
output of two detectors in order to search for a stochastic
background of gravitational radiation, which was imple-
mented by Compton @9# and applied to data taken during a
period of 100 hours by two prototype interferometer detec-
tors in Glasgow and Garching @10#. In @11#, Allen presents a
detailed discussion of the potential significance of detecting
a stochastic background. Compton’s work, and simulations
performed by Allen, have demonstrated that this kind of
analysis requires minimal computational resources.
In this paper we consider some issues involved in search-2101 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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we use pulsars as a guide to develop a search strategy.
A. Gravitational waves from pulsars
Rapidly rotating neutron stars ~pulsars! tend to be axisym-
metric; however, they must break this symmetry in order to
radiate gravitationally. The pulsar literature contains several
mechanisms which may lead to deformations of the star, or
to precession of its rotation axis, and hence to gravitational
wave emission. The characteristic amplitude1 of gravitational
waves from pulsars scales as
hc;
I f 2e
r
, ~1.1!
where I is the moment of inertia of the pulsar, f is the gravi-
tational wave frequency, e is a measure of the deviation from
axisymmetry and r is the distance to the pulsar.
Pulsars are thought to form in supernova explosions. The
outer layers of the star crystallize as the newborn pulsar
cools by neutrino emission. Estimates, based on the expected
breaking strain of the crystal lattice, suggest that anisotropic
stresses, which build up as the pulsar loses rotational energy,
could lead to e&1025; the exact value depends on the break-
ing strain of the neutron star crust as well as the neutron
star’s ‘‘geological history,’’ and could be several orders of
magnitude smaller. Nonetheless, this upper limit makes pul-
sars a potentially interesting source for kilometer scale inter-
ferometers. Figure 1 shows some upper bounds on the am-
plitude due to these effects.
Large magnetic fields trapped inside the superfluid inte-
rior of a pulsar may also induce deformations of the star.
This mechanism has been explored recently in @12#, indicat-
ing that the effect is extremely small for standard neutron
star models (e&1029).
Another plausible mechanism for the emission of gravita-
tional radiation in very rapidly spinning stars is the
Chandrasekhar-Friedman-Schutz ~CFS! instability, which is
driven by gravitational radiation reaction @13,14#. It is pos-
sible that newly-formed neutron stars may go through this
instability spontaneously as they cool soon after formation.
The radiation is emitted at a frequency determined by the
frequency of the unstable normal mode, which may be less
than the spin frequency.
Accretion is another way to excite neutron stars into emit-
ting gravitational waves. Wagoner @15# proposed that accre-
tion may drive the CFS instability. There is also the
Zimmermann-Szedinits mechanism @16# where the principal
axes of the moment of inertia are driven away from the ro-
tational axes by accretion from a companion star. Accretion
can in principle produce relatively strong radiation, since the
amplitude is related to the accretion rate rather than to struc-
tural effects in the star. However, accreting neutron stars will
be in binary systems, and these present problems for detec-
tion that go beyond the ones we discuss in this paper. We
hope to return to the problem of looking for radiation from
orbiting neutron stars in a future publication.
1We adopt the definition of hc provided in Eq. ~50! of Thorne @7#.B. Three classes of sources
Observed pulsars fall roughly into two groups: ~i! young,
isolated pulsars having periods of tens or hundreds of milli-
seconds, and ~ii! older, millisecond pulsars. The young pul-
sars are most likely to deviate significantly from axisym-
metry; however, they are generally observed to have low
frequencies, so that there is a competition between the fre-
quency, f , and deviation from axisymmetry, e, in Eq. ~1.1!.
On the other hand, millisecond pulsars, whose waves are
higher in frequency, tend to be quite old and well annealed
into an axisymmetric configuration.
Radio observations can only probe a small portion of our
galaxy in searching for pulsars. A significant effect reducing
the depth of radio searches is dispersion of the signal by
galactic matter between potential sources and the earth.
Given current evolutionary scenarios for pulsars—that they
are born in supernova explosions—it seems likely that most
pulsars should be located in the galactic disk, and the young-
est of these will also be shrouded in a supernova remnant,
making them invisible to radio astronomers.
Blandford @17,7# has pointed out that there could exist a
class of pulsars which spin down primarily due to gravita-
tional radiation reaction. For sources in this class the fre-
quency scales as f }t21/4, where t is the age of the pulsar. If
the mean birth rate for such pulsars in our galaxy is tB
21
, the
nearest one should be a distance r5RAtB /t from earth,
where R.10 kpc is the radius of the galaxy. The intrinsic
gravitational wave amplitude ~that is, the amplitude h at
FIG. 1. Characteristic amplitudes hc @see Eq. ~3.5!# for several
postulated periodic sources, compared with sensitivities h3/yr of the
initial and advanced detectors in LIGO. ~h3/yr corresponds to the
amplitude hc of the weakest source detectable with 99% confidence
in 13 yr5107 s integration time, if the frequency and phase of the
signal, as measured at the detector, is known in advance.! Long-
dashed lines show the expected signal strength as a function of
frequency for pulsars at a distance of 10 kpc, assuming nonaxisym-
metries of e51025 and e51028, where e is defined in Sec. III A.
Upper limits are also plotted for the Crab and Vela pulsars, assum-
ing their entire measured spindown is due to gravitational wave
emission. The dotted lines indicate the strongest waves received at
the earth for Blandford’s hypothetical class of pulsars; each line
corresponds to a particular birth rate.
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to t21/2. Thus, the nearest source in this class would have a
dimensionless amplitude hc at the Earth
hc.8310225S 200 yrtB D
1/2
. ~1.2!
In arriving at this expression we have assumed that the age t
of typical pulsars in this class is much less than the age of
our galaxy, so that the population has reached a steady state.
This means that the gravitational ellipticity and the gravita-
tional wave frequency must satisfy e2@1.2
310218(1 kHz/ f )4. Assuming the existence of such a class
of pulsars, with tB&23104 yr, we see from Fig. 1 that there
is a large region of parameter space that is both ~i! detectable
by the LIGO detector and ~ii! physically reasonable, in the
sense that e,1025 and f lies in the range 200–1000 Hz.
Note that Blandford’s argument can be slightly recast to
yield an upper limit on the gravitational wave strength of any
isolated pulsar, i.e., any pulsar whose radiated angular mo-
mentum is not being replenished by accretion. The age of an
isolated pulsar must be shorter than the age computed assum-
ing the spindown is solely due to gravitational wave emis-
sion. Correspondingly, if we set tB equal to 40 yr ~corre-
sponding to the birthrate for all pulsars!, we get the
following upper limit for measured gravitational wave am-
plitude of an isolated pulsar: hc,2310224. Of course, this
is a statistical argument. This bound could certainly be vio-
lated by an isolated pulsar that just happens to be anoma-
lously close to us.
It is important that any search strategy should be general
enough to encompass all three of the above classes, allowing
for the significant changes in frequency which may be inher-
ent in the sources ~see Sec. II!.
C. The data analysis problem
The detection of continuous, nearly fixed frequency
waves will be achieved by constructing power spectrum es-
timators and searching for statistically significant peaks at
fixed frequencies. In practice, this is achieved by calculating
the amplitude of the Fourier transform of the detector output
given by applying a fast Fourier transform ~FFT!, a discrete
approximation to the true Fourier transform:
h˜~ f !5 1
AT
E
0
T
e2pi f th~ t !dt . ~1.3!
The main hope of detection lies in the fact that one may
observe the sky for long time periods of time T . When such
a data stretch is transformed to make the underlying signal
monochromatic, the signal-to-noise ratio grows as AT in am-
plitude ~or as T in the power spectrum!. One will likely need
to have integration times of several weeks or months in order
for the expected signals from nearby sources to rise above
the noise. However, such long data stretches pose a signifi-
cant computational burden; using 107 s of data to look for
signals with gravitational wave frequencies up to 500 Hz
requires calculating an FFT with N.1010 data points. Cal-
culation of a single such FFT would take about 1 s on a 1Tflops computer, assuming that all 1010 points can be held in
fast memory. Unfortunately, this is not the whole story.
The detection problem is complicated by the fact that the
signal received at the detector is not perfectly monochro-
matic. Earth-bound detectors participate in complex motions
which lead to significant Doppler shifts in frequency as the
Earth rotates, and as it orbits around the sun ~this orbit is
significantly perturbed by the moon and the other planets!.
The time-dependent accelerations broaden the spectral lines
of fixed frequency sources spreading power into many Fou-
rier bins about the observed frequency. In order to maintain
the benefit of long observation times, it is therefore neces-
sary to remove the effects of the detector motion from the
data stream. This can be achieved by introducing an inertial
~barycentered! time coordinate and carrying out the FFT
with respect to it. The difficulty of doing this was estimated
by one of us @18#. However, we must also consider the ad-
ditional complication that the signal may not be intrinsically
monochromatic. If the signal exhibits intrinsic frequency
drift, or modulation, due to the nature and location of the
source—as is expected for pulsars which spin down with
time—these effects can also be removed in the transforma-
tion to the new time coordinate.
Unfortunately, the demodulated time coordinate depends
strongly on the direction from which the signal is expected,
and on the intrinsic frequency evolution one assumes for the
source. Thus, in searching for sources whose position and
timing are not well known in advance one must apply many
different corrections to the data, performing a new FFT after
each correction. Given the possibility that the strongest
sources of continuous gravitational waves may be electro-
magnetically invisible or previously undiscovered, an all-
sky, all-frequency search for such unknown sources is of
considerable interest. To obtain some idea of the magnitude
of this task, consider searching the entire sky for signals with
~fixed! frequencies up to 500 Hz using 107 s worth of data.
Assuming the entire data stream could be held in fast
memory on a machine capable of 1 Tflops, it would take
108 s to complete the search. Introducing intrinsic spindown
effects into the search increases the computational cost, at
fixed integration time, by many orders of magnitude. This
computational cost is the central problem of searching for
unknown pulsars in the output from gravitational wave de-
tectors and is the focus of this paper.
D. Summary of results
We parametrize the space of pulsar signals by the position
of the source on the sky $u,f%, entering through Doppler
shifts due to the detector’s motion, and by spindown param-
eters f k which characterize the intrinsic frequency evolution.
@See Eq. ~3.7!.# We constrain the range of possible values of
the spindown parameters using the ~spindown! age t5 f / f˙ of
the youngest pulsar that a search can detect, thus u f ku<t2k.
For the computationally-intensive search over all sky posi-
tions and spindown parameters, it is important to be able to
calculate the smallest number of independent parameter val-
ues which must be sampled in order to cover the entire space
of signals. We have accomplished this by introducing a dis-
tance measure and corresponding metric on the parameter
space. The analysis is patterned after a similar one developed
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T5107 s search, for four fiducial types of pulsar. We list the requirements both for all-sky searches and for
directed searches ~i.e., searches where the source position is known in advance!. Also listed are the threshold
values h th of the characteristic strain hc required to have 99% confidence of detection, assuming unlimited
computer power. These threshold values are given by h th /h3/yr5(1/1.90)Aln(50NNp)21 where N[2 f maxT.
Here h3/yr is the corresponding threshold, assuming the pulsar’s position and period and are known in
advance.
Search parameters
f ~Hz! t ~Yr!
Np
~All-sky!
h th /h3/yr
~All-sky!
Np
~Directed!
h th /h3/yr
~Directed!
,200 .103 1.131010 3.7 3.73106 3.3
,103 .103 1.331016 4.2 1.23108 3.5
,200 .40 1.731018 4.3 8.531012 3.9
,103 .40 831021 4.6 1.4311015 4.1by Owen @5# for gravitational waves from inspiralling, com-
pact binaries. Using our metric one can compute the volume
of parameter space, thus inferring the number of independent
points that must be sampled in order to cover the entire
space. We define a coherent search to be one where we
perform one demodulation and FFT of the data for every
independent point in the parameter space. Besides telling us
the computational requirements for a coherent search, the
metric approach tells us how to place the points most effi-
ciently in parameter space, in a similar way to that discussed
by Owen.
We have found it useful to present the results based on
several possible search strategies, which cover different re-
gions of the parameter space. Accordingly, we define a pul-
sar to be old if its spindown age t is greater than 103 yr and
young if t*40 yr. A pulsar is considered to be slow if its
gravitational wave frequency is f &200 Hz and fast if
f &103 Hz.
A coherent all-sky search of 107 seconds of data for old,
slow pulsars requires approximately 1.131010 independent
points in the parameter space; only one spindown parameter
is needed to account for intrinsic frequency evolution. In
contrast, an all-sky search for fast, young pulsars in 107 s of
data requires 831021 independent parameter space points to
be sampled, using three spindown parameters to model in-
trinsic frequency evolution. Note that searches for old, fast
pulsars ~such as known millisecond radio pulsars! and
young, slow pulsars ~younger brothers of the Crab and Vela!
are automatically subsumed under the latter search. These
results mean the following. Assuming unlimited computer
power and stationary, Gaussian statistics, a pulsar with un-
known position and period must have strain hc'4.3h3/yr , if
it is in our ‘‘old, slow’’ category, and hc'5.1h3/yr , if it is in
our ‘‘young, fast’’ category, to be detected with 99% confi-
dence in a 107 s search. Here h3/yr is the strain required for
detection with 99% confidence in a 107 s integration, assum-
ing the pulsar position and period are known in advance:2
h3/yr~ f !54.2 ASn~ f !31027 Hz. ~1.4!
2This differs from Eq. ~112! in @7# because we have specified 99%
confidence, and we have use the correct exponential probability
function for power.Thus, when considering an all-sky, all-frequency pulsar
search, the LIGO sensitivity curves shown in Fig. 1 effec-
tively overestimate the detector’s sensitivity by a factor of
;4 – 5, even in the limit of infinite computing power.
Our ability to perform searches for continuous waves will
certainly be limited by the available computing resources.
Assuming realistic computer power—say of order
1013 flops—we estimate that computing limitations will ef-
fectively reduce the sensitivity of the detector by another
factor of ;2, even for some reasonably optimized and effi-
cient search strategy. However more work will be needed to
develop an optimized algorithm, and thus to refine this latter
estimate.
While the concept of the metric is introduced in the
framework of an all-sky search for unknown pulsars, it is
clear that we may use the same approach to examine the
depth of a search over limited regions of the parameter
space. In particular, once the scope of a search is decided, the
optimization procedure discussed in Sec. VI can be used to
determine the observation time and grid spacing which maxi-
mizes the expected sensitivity of a search. As an example,
we consider coherent directed searches, in which one as-
sumes a specific sky position ~such as a particular cluster or
supernova remnant! and searches only over spindown param-
eters. Again, we present results for two concrete scenarios
based on fast, young pulsars and old, slow pulsars. Similar
considerations apply to directed searches as to all-sky
searches; that is, the curves in Fig. 1 overestimate the detec-
tor sensitivity for 107 s integration. Table I summarizes the
results for both cases.
We note that in each type of search, the number of pa-
rameter space points, and hence the computational require-
ments, were reduced significantly by the assumption that the
points were placed with optimal spacings given by the metric
formalism. Nevertheless, the bottom line is that limitations
on computational resources will severely restrict the integra-
tion times that can be achieved. Assuming access to a Tflops
of computing power ~effective computational throughput, ig-
noring possible overheads due to interprocessor communica-
tion or data access!, we find the following limits on coherent
integration times: For young, fast pulsars we are limited to
about 0.8 days for an all-sky search, and 18 days for a di-
rected search. For older, slower pulsars, on the other hand,
we are only limited to 9 days for an all-sky search, and
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tivities that these strategies can achieve, relative to the noise
curves in Fig. 1, are plotted as functions of computing power
in Fig. 2.
E. Organization of this paper
In Sec. II we outline the physics of pulsars which is rel-
evant to the detection of continuous gravitational waves. The
discussion is phenomenological and based almost entirely on
pulsar data collected by radio astronomers. We focus atten-
tion on effects which may lead to significant frequency evo-
lution over periods of several weeks of observation.
Then, in Sec. III, we introduce a parametrized model of
the expected gravitational waveform, including modulating
effects due to detector motion.
From this, we go on in Sec. IV to describe the basic
technique used to search for signals, by constructing a de-
modulated time series. Livas @19#, Jones @20# and Niebauer
@21# have implemented variants of this basic search strategy
over limited regions of parameter space ~in particular they
have not considered pulsar spindown, and have restricted
attention to small areas of the sky!.
For the more computationally-intensive search over all
sky positions and spindown parameters, it is important to be
able to calculate the smallest number of independent param-
eter values which must be sampled in order to cover the
entire space of signals. In Sec. V we develop the metric
formalism for calculating the number of independent points
in parameter space. In Secs. VI and VII we apply this for-
malism to determine the computational requirements of an
all-sky search for unknown pulsars and a directed search,
respectively.
FIG. 2. Relative amplitude sensitivities h3/yr /h th achievable with
given computational resources, for various coherent search strate-
gies: ~a! directed search for old (t>1000 yr), slow ( f <200 Hz)
pulsars, ~b! all-sky search for old, slow pulsars, ~c! directed search
for young (t>40 yr) fast ( f <1000 Hz) pulsars, and, ~d! all-sky
search for these same sources. For a given computational power, we
have determined the optimum observation time as described in
Secs. VI B and VII. Thus h th is the expected sensitivity of the
detector for the optimal observation time, and with 99% confidence,
assuming only that the frequency bandwidth of the source is con-
strained in advance; see Eq. ~6.14!.Finally in Sec. VIII, we list some possible alternatives to
a straightforward coherent search of the interferometer data.
Detailed studies of the pros and cons of each are currently
under investigation.
II. PULSAR PHENOMENOLOGY
Currently, the only expected sources of continuous, peri-
odic gravitational waves in the LIGO band are pulsars. In
this section, therefore, we review those properties of pulsars
which may be important in the detection process. In general,
the search technique we present later is capable of detecting
any nearly monochromatic gravitational wave with sufficient
amplitude. However, it is useful to have a concrete physical
system in mind when considering the expected gravitational
waveform.
That pulsars are rapidly rotating neutron stars is now well
established @22#. Their high densities and strong gravitational
fields allow them to withstand rotation rates of hundreds of
times per second. Moreover, pulsar emission mechanisms
require large magnetic fields, frozen into ~corotating with!
the neutron star. Indeed these large field strengths may pro-
duce nonaxisymmetric deformations of the pulsar. However,
the most remarkable feature of pulsars is the very precise
periodicity of observed pulses.
There are more than 700 known pulsars, all at galactic
distances, concentrated in the galactic plane. Based on the
sensitivity limits of radio observations the total number of
active pulsars in our galaxy is estimated to be more than 105
@23,24#.
A. Spindown
Pulsars lose rotational energy by electromagnetic braking,
the emission of particles and, of course, emission of gravita-
tional waves @25,26#. Thus, the rotational frequency is not
completely stable, but varies over a timescale t which is of
order the age of the pulsar. Typically, younger pulsars ~with
periods of tens of milliseconds! have the largest spindown
rates. Figure 3 shows the distribution of rotational frequen-
cies and spindown age, t5 f /(d f /dt).
Current observations suggest that spindown is primarily
due to electromagnetic braking; however, for detection pur-
poses it is necessary to construct a sufficiently general model
of the frequency evolution to cover all possibilities. For ob-
serving times tobs much less than t, the frequency drift is
small and the rotational frequency3 can be modeled as a
power series of the form
f ~ t !5~ f 0/2!S 11(
k
f ktkD . ~2.1!
If tmin is the shortest timescale over which the frequency is
expected to change by a factor of order unity, the coefficients
satisfy
3We choose to parametrize the frequency by what will be the
gravitational wave frequency, f 0 , thus introducing the extra factor
of 2 into this expression.
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Clearly, for an observation time tobs!tmin , the first few
terms in this series will dominate.
Observations suggest that pulsars are born in supernova
explosions with very short periods ~perhaps several millisec-
onds!, and subsequently spin down on timescales compa-
rable to their age. Supernovas are observed in galaxies simi-
lar to our own at the rate of two or three per century, so we
might expect tmin;40 yr for pulsars in our galaxy. It is at
this point that the distinction between various classes of pul-
sars becomes important. The known millisecond pulsars are
old neutron stars which have have been spun up to periods of
only a few milliseconds, possibly by episodes of mass trans-
fer from a companion star. As seen from Fig. 3, timing mea-
surements of millisecond pulsars yield very long spindown
timescales, tmin*107 yr.
B. Proper motions
Pulsars are generally high velocity objects @25#, as can be
inferred by the distance they move in their lifetimes. Proper
motions cause Doppler shifts in the observed pulsar fre-
quency. If the motion is uniform ~constant velocity!, it sim-
ply induces a constant frequency shift—an effect which is
undetectable. However, acceleration and higher order deriva-
tives of the source’s motion will modulate the observed fre-
quency.
Studies of millisecond pulsars in globular clusters have
shown that acceleration in the cluster field can produce fre-
quency drifts which are comparable in magnitude to the spin-
down effects @27,28#. Once again, we expect these effects to
be well modeled by a power series in t/tcross , where tcross is
FIG. 3. Gravitational wave frequency versus spindown age,
t5 f /(d f /dt), measured in years, for 540 pulsars which have mea-
sured period derivative. The figure clearly shows a large concentra-
tion of pulsars in the mid-left of diagram. Most of these are isolated
pulsars. The standard evolutionary scenario suggests that pulsars
move from higher frequencies and shorter spindowns left and up
towards this main bunch. In contrast, many of the millisecond pul-
sars lying in the upper right of the figure are in binary systems, and
it is widely believed that these are pulsars which have been spun up
by mass accretion from the companion star.the time it takes the pulsar to cross the cluster. We expect
that tmin<tcross for these objects ~since if not, the pulsar will
already have escaped the cluster!. Thus the frequency model
adopted above should be sufficiently general to encompass
the observational effects of proper motions of the sources.
A large proportion of millisecond pulsars are also in bi-
nary systems. Unfortunately, such pulsars participate in
proper motions which vary over very short timescales ~their
orbital periods!. The time-dependent Doppler effect due to
these motions is not modeled accurately by a simple power
series as in Eq. ~2.1!. They would require a more elaborate
model involving as many as five unknown orbital param-
eters. Including these effects in a coherent, all-sky search
strategy would be prohibitive ~see Sec. VI!. In a search for
gravitational waves from a known binary pulsar, however, it
would be important to deal with this effect.
Proper motions can also affect a search if the star moves
across more than one resolution element on the sky during an
observation. For the lengths of observation periods envi-
sioned here, this is unlikely to be a problem. In an observa-
tion lasting a year, however, a pulsar with a spatial velocity
of 13103 km s21 at a distance of 300 pc will move by about
half an arc-second, which is comparable to the resolution
limit for our observations if the pulsar frequency is 1 kHz.
C. Glitches
In addition to gradual frequency drifts due to spindown,
some young pulsars exhibit occasional, abrupt increases in
frequency. The physical mechanism behind these frequency
glitches is not well understood, although the number of ob-
servations of glitch events is growing @23#. Given the sto-
chastic nature of glitching, and the expectation that several
months will elapse between major events, we will ignore
glitching in this paper.
III. GRAVITATIONAL WAVES FROM PULSARS
In order to gain insight into the detection problem it is
also important to understand the expected gravitational wave
signal. Several mechanisms have been discussed in the lit-
erature which may produce nonaxisymmetric deformations
of a pulsar, and hence lead to gravitational wave generation
@12–14,16,29,30#.
In general, a pulsar can radiate strongly at frequencies
other than twice the rotation frequency. For example, a pul-
sar deformed by internal magnetic stresses, which are not
aligned with a principal axis, can radiate at the rotation fre-
quency and twice that frequency @31#. If the star precesses, it
will radiate at three frequencies: the rotation frequency, and
the rotation frequency plus and minus the precession fre-
quency @16#. The important point, however, is that the signal
at the detector is generally narrow band, exhibiting only slow
frequency drift on observational timescales.
Therefore, in this section we outline the main features of
the expected waveform and the corresponding strain mea-
sured at a detector for the case of crustal deformation; other
scenarios give similar results except for the presence of more
than one spectral component.
A. Waveform
Adopting a simple model of a distorted pulsar as a triaxial
ellipsoid, rotating about a principal axis with a frequency
57 2107SEARCHING FOR PERIODIC SOURCES WITH LIGOgiven by Eq. ~2.1!, one may compute the expected gravita-
tional wave signal using the quadrupole formula. The two
polarizations are
h15h0~11cos2 i !cosH 2p f 0F t1( f k tk11k11 G J , ~3.1!
h352h0 cos i sinH 2p f 0F t1( f k tk11k11 G J , ~3.2!
where i is the angle between the rotation axis and the line of
sight to the source. The dimensionless amplitude is
h05
2p2G
c4
Izz f 02
r
e , ~3.3!
where
e5
Ixx2Iyy
Izz
~3.4!
is the gravitational ellipticity of the pulsar. The distance to
the source is r , and I jk is its moment of inertia tensor.
The strength of potential sources is best discussed in
terms of the characteristic amplitude hc , defined in Eq. ~50!
of @7#, and simply related to h0 by
hc5A3215 h0 . ~3.5!
For a typical 1.4M ( neutron star, having a radius of 10 km
and at a distance of 10 kpc, the dimensionless amplitude is
hc57.7310225
e
1025
Izz
1045 g cm2
10 kpc
r
S f 01 kHzD
2
.
~3.6!
The magnitude of the gravitational ellipticity, e, represents
the central uncertainty in any estimate of gravitational waves
from pulsars. Models of neutron star structure generally in-
clude a crystalline outer layer, the crust, of the star surround-
ing a superfluid core. Since the moment of inertia of the crust
represents only about 10% of the total moment of inertia and
the superfluid core cannot support nonaxisymmetric defor-
mations, the tightest theoretical constraint, e,1025, is set by
the maximum strain that the neutron star crust may support
@32,7#. It has also been suggested that stresses induced by
large magnetic fields might result in significant gravitational
ellipticity. Recently, Bonazzola and Gourgoulhon @12# have
considered this possibility, finding discouraging results; their
calculations indicate 10213&e&1029 depending on the pre-
cise model they consider. In any case, an upper bound on
the gravitational ellipticity is e;1025, although typical val-
ues may be significantly smaller.
B. Signal at the detector
Observing the gravitational waves using an earth-based
interferometer introduces two further difficulties into the de-
tection process: Doppler modulation of the observed gravita-
tional wave frequency, and amplitude modulation due to the
changing orientation of the detector.For the purpose of detection, the Doppler modulation of
the observed gravitational wave frequency, due to motion of
the detector with respect to the solar system barycenter, is a
large effect. Assuming the intrinsic frequency model ~2.1!
for the pulsar rotation, the gravitational wave frequency mea-
sured at the detector is
f gw~ t !5 f 0S 11 vWc nˆ D S 11(k f kF t1xWc nˆ G
kD , ~3.7!
where xW (t) is the detector position, vW (t) is the detector ve-
locity, and nˆ is the unit vector pointing to the pulsar, in some
inertial frame. We generally choose this frame to be initially
comoving with the Earth at t50. The frequency measured in
this frame is identical to that measured at the solar system
barycenter except for an unimportant constant shift in f 0 .
To understand the amplitude modulation we must intro-
duce the Euler angles, $Q,F,C%, which specify the orienta-
tion of the gravitational wave frame with respect to the de-
tector frame. The dimensionless strain at the detector is
h5F1~Q ,F ,C!h11F3~Q ,F ,C!h3 ~3.8!
where F1 and F3 are the detector beam patterns given by
Thorne @7#. In searching for continuous gravitational waves
from a particular direction, the Euler angles become periodic
function of sidereal time, thus resulting in an amplitude and
phase modulation of the observed signal @7,12,19#. For ob-
servation times longer than one sidereal day, the amplitude
modulation effectively averages the reception over all values
of right ascension, and over a range of declination which
depends on the precise position of the pulsar. In particular,
the effect of this process is to allow detection of continuous
waves from any direction, but at the cost of reducing the
measured strain ~see Fig. 4!.
C. Parameter space
To facilitate later discussion it is useful to parametrize the
gravitational waveform by a vector l5(l0,lW ) such that
~l0,l1,. . .ls12!5~ f 0 ,nx ,ny , f 1 ,. . . , f s!. ~3.9!
Here s is the maximum number of spindown parameters in-
cluded in the frequency model determined by Eq. ~2.1!.
These vectors span an s13 dimensional space on which la
can be thought of as coordinates. ~Note that nz
2512nx
22ny
2
is not an independent parameter.! In particular we denote the
observed phase of the gravitational waveform by
f~ t;l!52pE tdt8 f gw~ t8!, ~3.10!
where f gw(t8) is given by Eq. ~3.7!.
Initial interferometers in LIGO should have reasonable
sensitivity to gravitational waves with frequencies
f >40 Hz, ~3.11!
while advanced interferometers are expected to have im-
proved sensitivity down to
f >10 Hz. ~3.12!
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spin periods significantly smaller than 1 ms are unlikely.
This helps to constrain the highest frequency that one may
wish to consider in an all-sky search to be about 2 kHz.
According to the discussion in Sec. II, the spindown param-
eters satisfy
2tmin
2k < f k<tmin2k , ~3.13!
where tmin is the minimum spindown age of a pulsar to be
searched for. Finally, nx and ny are restricted by the relation
nx
21ny
2<1. ~3.14!
IV. DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
Radio astronomers are familiar with searching for nearly
periodic sources in the output of their detectors @28,33#. The
technique employed by them is directly applicable to the
problem at hand @19,20#.
In the detector frame the gravitational wave signal can be
written as
h~ t;l!5Re@Ae2if~ t;l!# , ~4.1!
where A5(h011ih03), h015F1(11cos2 i)h0 and
h0352F3(cos i)h0 . The orbital phase f(t;l) is given by
Eqs. ~3.10! and ~3.7!. Introducing a canonical time
FIG. 4. Power spectra for two signals, each with gravitational
wave frequency 5 Hz, computed using approximately 10 days worth
of data; they are normalized with respect to the maximum power
achieved if the source was directly above an interferometer which
remained stationary during the entire observation. The signal was
assumed to come from declination 0° and right ascension 90°; in
fact the amplitude modulation is only sensitive to changes in decli-
nation. The detector latitude was chosen to coincide with LIGO
detector in Hanford Washington. The solid line corresponds to a
Doppler and amplitude modulated gravitational wave signal. The
dashed line is the same signal but with the Doppler modulation
removed by stretching. The ~unreasonably! low frequency was cho-
sen for illustrative purposes, so that both curves could appear on the
same scale. For realistic gravitational wave frequencies (;500 Hz)
the Doppler modulated signal would be further reduced by roughly
two orders of magnitude.tb@ t;lW #5
f~ t;l!
2p f 0 , ~4.2!
the above signal becomes monochromatic as a function of
tb . ~The presence of the amplitude modulation complicates
the following analysis without changing the conclusions sig-
nificantly; therefore, we treat A as constant in this and the
next section.4! Figure 4 shows the normalized power spec-
trum computed from the signal as a function of t in Eq. ~4.1!
~with f k[0!, compared with the spectrum from the signal as
a function of tb . It is clear that the maximum power per
frequency bin is significantly reduced when frequency modu-
lation is not accounted for.
Radio astronomers refer to this technique of introducing a
canonical time coordinate as stretching the data. Since inter-
ferometer output will be sampled at approximately 16 kHz,
in a practical search for pulsars up to 2 kHz gravitational
wave frequency, the stretching can probably be achieved by
resampling the data stream appropriately. This method,
which is called stroboscopic sampling by Schutz @18#, has
the benefit of keeping the computational overhead introduced
by the stretching process to a minimum. We will return to
this issue in a later publication.
Now, a search of the detector output, o(t), for gravita-
tional waves from a known source is straightforward. One
assumes specific parameter values jW in the waveform ~4.1!,
computes the demodulated time function tb@ t;jW # using Eq.
~4.2! and stretches the detector output accordingly, thus
ob~ tb@ t;jW # !5o~ t !. ~4.3!
If the assumed parameters jW are not too much different from
the actual parameters lW of the signal, the stretched data will
consist of a nearly monochromatic signal. One then takes the
Fourier transform with respect to tb ,
o˜~ f ;jW !5 1
ATbobs
E
0
Tb
obs
e2pi f tbob~ tb!dtb . ~4.4!
Here Tb
obs is the length of the observation measured using tb .
The power spectrum is then searched for excess power. ~The
threshold is set by demanding some overall statistical signifi-
cance for a detection; see Sec. VI.! Notice that the gravita-
tional wave frequency, l05 f 0 , is treated somewhat differ-
ently than the other parameters; the Fourier transform
searches over all possible values in a single pass. Given a
sampled data set containing N points, the entire process,
from original data through to the power spectrum, requires of
order 3N log2 N floating point operations ~to first approxi-
mation!.
4Amplitude modulation can be viewed as the convolution of the
exactly periodic signal with some complicated window function.
Thus, in reality, the power spectrum of a stretched signal will not be
a monochromatic spike at a single frequency, but will be split into
several discrete, narrow spikes spread over a bandwidth
d f .1024 Hz. After a preliminary detection, the amplitude modu-
lation spikes would provide a discriminant against false signals
@19#.
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it will be necessary to search over some of the remaining
parameters lW ; a separate demodulation and FFT must be
performed for each independent point in parameter space that
one wishes to search. There are many possible refinements
on this strategy which could reduce the computational cost of
a search by circumventing certain stages of the procedure
described here. We mention some of them in Sec. VIII, how-
ever, we focus attention on this baseline strategy in this pa-
per.
One more issue that arises in the discussion of stretching
is how it effects the noise in the detector. Throughout this
paper we assume that the noise in the detector is a stationary,
Gaussian process; however, when we stretch the output data
stream the noise is no longer strictly stationary unless it is
perfectly white. Real detectors will have colored noise, with
correlations between points sampled at different times.
Stretching the data modifies these correlations in a time-
dependent manner. In our case this is a very small effect,
having a characteristic timescale of several hours, and be-
sides this the noise in real detectors may be intrinsically non-
stationary on similar timescales due to instrumental effects.
Correcting pulsar searches for such nonstationarity is an im-
portant problem, but one that we do not address here. We
simply assume that Sn( f ), the power spectral density of the
noise, can be estimated on short timescales and used in the
conventional way for signal-to-noise estimates. Moreover,
the effects of stretching on noise are only a consideration
when the noise is not white; since stretching affects the
power spectrum only within bands ;1021 Hz wide, the de-
tector spectrum can usually be taken as white, unless we are
near a strong feature in the noise spectrum. The precise na-
ture of these effects is being explored by Tinto @34#.
V. PARAMETER SPACE METRIC
In general, neither the position of the pulsar nor its intrin-
sic spindown may be known in advance of detection. There-
fore, the above process, or some variant on it, must be re-
peated for many different vectors jW until the entire parameter
space has been explored. How finely must one sample these
parameters in order to minimize the risk of missing a signal?
A similar question arises in the context of searching for sig-
nals from coalescing compact binaries using matched filter-
ing; Owen @5# has introduced a general framework to provide
an answer in that case. We adapt his method to the problem
at hand by defining a distance function on our parameter
space; the square of distance between two points in param-
eter space is proportional to the fractional loss in signal
power due to imprecise matching of parameters. The number
of discrete points which must be sampled can then be deter-
mined from the proper volume of the parameter space with
respect to this metric.
A. Mismatch
The one-sided power spectral density ~PSD! of the detec-
tor output, stretched with parameters jW , is
Po~ f !52uo˜~ f ;jW !u2. ~5.1!Now, suppose a detector output consists of a signal with
parameters l, and stationary, Gaussian noise n(t) such that
o~ t !5h~ t;l!1n~ t !. ~5.2!
Thus, the expected PSD of the detector output, once again
stretched with parameters jW , is
E@Po~ f !#52uh˜~ f ;l,DlW !u21Sn~ f !, ~5.3!
where DlW 5jW2lW , and Sn( f ) is the one-sided power spectral
density of the detector noise. ~As discussed at the end of the
previous section, we ignore the small effects of stretching on
the noise.! The notation h˜( f ;l,DlW ) indicates the Fourier
transform of a signal, with parameters l, with respect to a
time coordinate tb@ t;lW 1DlW # . We define the mismatch
m(l,Dl) to be the fractional reduction in signal power
caused by stretching the data with the wrong parameters, and
by sampling the spectrum at the wrong frequency; specifi-
cally,
m~l,Dl!512
uh˜~ f ;l,DlW !u2
uh˜~ f 0 ;l,0!u2
. ~5.4!
Remember that l5(l05 f 0 ,lW ).
In the present circumstance, it is sufficient to consider a
complex signal
h~ t;l!5Ae22pi f 0tb[t;lW ], ~5.5!
where the amplitude A is constant. The function tb@ t;lW # ,
computed using Eqs. ~4.2!, ~3.10!, and ~3.7!, is explicitly
written as
tb@ t;lW #5t1
xW
c
nˆ 1(
k
f k
k11 S t1xWc nˆ D
k11
. ~5.6!
Now, the Fourier transform h˜( f ;l,DlW ) is
h˜~ f ;l,DlW !5 A
ATbobs
E
0
Tb
obs
dtˆbeiF[t;l,Dl
W ]
, ~5.7!
where
F@ t;l,DlW #
2p 5Dl
0 tˆb1 f 0~ tb@ t;lW 1DlW #2tb@ t;lW # !
~5.8!
and Dl05 f 2 f 0 . Here, t should be interpreted as a function
of tˆb defined implicitly by tˆb5tb@ t;lW 1DlW # . Using Eqs.
~5.6!–~5.8! it is easy to show that m(l,Dl) has a local mini-
mum of zero when Dl[0;
m~l,Dl!uDl5050, ~5.9!
]Dlam~l,Dl!uDl5050. ~5.10!
Thus, an expansion of the mismatch in powers of Dl is
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a ,b
gab~l!DlaDlb1O~Dl3!, ~5.11!
where
gab5
1
2 ]Dla]Dlb m~l,Dl!U
Dl50
. ~5.12!
In this way the mismatch defines a local distance function on
the signal parameter space, and, for small separations Dl,
gab is the metric of that distance function. Note that the
metric formulation ~5.11! will generally overestimate the
mismatch for large separations, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.
Calculations using this formalism are considerably simpli-
fied by partially evaluating the right-hand side of Eq. ~5.12!.
The form of the signal ~5.5! allows us to write
gab~l!5^]DlaF]DlbF&2^]DlaF&^]DlbF&, ~5.13!
where F is given by Eq. ~5.8!, and where we use the notation
^. . .&5
1
Tb
obs E
0
Tb
obs
~ . . . !dtbU
Dl50
. ~5.14!
B. Metric and number of patches
Up until now, we have treated the frequency of the signal
as one of the parameters, l0 , which must be matched. In our
search technique, stretching and Fourier transforming the
data yields an entire power spectrum, automatically sampling
all possible frequencies. We would really like to know the
number of times that this combination of procedures must be
performed in a search. This requires knowledge of the mis-
FIG. 5. Fractional reduction in measured signal power caused
by demodulating with mismatched parameters ~in this case, an error
in the assumed declination of the source!. The solid curve is the true
power ratio, the dotted is that given by the quadratic approximation
of the metric. Note that the widths of the curves agree well down to
70% power reduction (m;0.7), beyond which the metric approxi-
mation significantly underestimates the range of parameters permit-
ted for a specified power loss. The curves are computed for a sky
position of 0° right ascension, 45° declination, and no spindown.match m(l,Dl) as a function of DlW , having already maxi-
mized the power ~i.e. minimized m! over l0. The result is
the mismatch projected onto the (s12)-parameter subspace:
m5min
l0
m~l,Dl!5(
i j
g i jDl
iDl j ~5.15!
where
g i j5gi j2
g0ig0 j
g00
, ~5.16!
and i51,.. . ,s12. We will generally refer to m as the pro-
jected mismatch.
Technically, g i j should be computed from gab evaluated
at the specific value of l0 at which the minimum projected
mismatch occurred. However, since this number is unknown
in advance of detection, we evaluate g i j for the largest fre-
quency in the search space. In this way we never underesti-
mate the projected mismatch.
In a search, the parameter space will be sampled at a
lattice of points, chosen so that no location in the space has m
@given by Eq. ~5.15!# greater than some mmax away from one
of the points. This is equivalent to tiling the parameter space
with patches of maximum extent mmax
1/2
. The number of
points we must sample at is therefore
Np5
*PAdetig i jids12lW
Vpatch
, ~5.17!
where Vpatch is the proper volume of a single patch, and s12
is the reduced dimensionality of the parameter space P ~ex-
cluding l0!.
Optimally, one should use some form of spherical closest
packing to cover the space with the fewest patches. Our so-
lution uses hexagonal packing in two of the dimensions and
cubic packing in all the others; in this way the volume of a
single patch is
Vpatch5
3)
4 S 4mmaxs12 D ~
s12 !/2
. ~5.18!
Finally, we note that Eq. ~5.17! may overestimate ~con-
ceivably, greatly overestimate! the number of points one
must sample if the parameter space submanifold folds in
upon itself, so that points that seem widely separated on the
submanifold are actually close together in the embedding
space of possible signals. While we have no reason to think
this is occurring, we also have not seriously tried to investi-
gate this possibility; it is a difficult, nonlocal question. Until
this is resolved, it is perhaps safest to regard Np given by Eq.
~5.17! as an upper limit on the required number of sample
points, though we suspect it is close to the actual number.
VI. DEPTH OF AN ALL-SKY SEARCH
We are finally in a position to estimate the depth of a
search for periodic sources using LIGO. The detector partici-
pates in two principal motions which cause significant Dop-
pler modulations of the observed signal: daily rotation, and
revolution of the Earth about the Sun. The latter is actually a
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smaller orbit about the earth-moon barycenter, and is further
perturbed by interactions with other planets. For now, how-
ever, we use a simplified model which treats both rotation
and revolution as circular motions about separate axes in-
clined at an angle e523°278 to each other. Although a sim-
plification, this does remove any spurious symmetries from
the model; thus, an actual search using the precise ephemeris
of the earth in its demodulations should give comparable
results. In this model, then, we write the velocity of the de-
tector in a frame which is inertial to the solar system bary-
center but initially comoving with the earth:
vW 52~VRd sin Vt2VARA sin VAt !xW1~VRd cos Vt
2VARA cos e@cos VAt21# !yW
2VARA sin e@cos VAt21#zW , ~6.1!
where Rd56.3713108(cos l) cm, l is the latitude of the de-
tector, and RA51.49631013 cm is the distance from the
earth to the sun. The angular velocities are
V52p/(86 400 s) and VA52p/(3.1556743107 s). Our
coordinate system measures xW towards the vernal equinox
and zW towards the north celestial pole, and we arbitrarily
choose to measure time starting at noon on the vernal equi-
nox.
The number of spindown parameters f k which must be
included to account for all intrinsic frequency drift depends
to a large extent on the type of pulsar one wishes to search
for. We determined this number on a case by case basis,
including all parameters which lead to a significant increase
in the number of parameter space patches. Equivalently, the
following geometric picture suggests a simple criterion for
deciding when there is one spindown parameter too many
included in the signal parametrization. Let lL be the last,
questionable spindown parameter f s ~so L5s12!. With re-
spect to the natural metric g i j on parameter space, the unit
normal to surfaces of constant lL is just g iL/(gLL)1/2, where
g i j is the inverse of g i j . The spindown parameter lL is
unnecessary if the proper thickness of the parameter space in
this normal direction nowhere exceeds half the proper grid
spacing; that is, if
max
P
$2tmin
2L12/~gLL!1/2%,Ammax /L . ~6.2!
In practice, one has included more spindown parameters than
necessary if and only if minPgLL.4Ltmin
22L12/mmax .
A. Patch number versus observation time
It is extremely difficult to obtain a closed-form expression
for the metric, let alone its determinant. Therefore, we
present results for two concrete scenarios which suggest
themselves based on the discussion in Sec. II: ~i! hypotheti-
cal sources with f 0<1000 Hz, and spindown ages greater
than t540 yr; incidentally, this also includes the majority of
known, millisecond pulsars; and ~ii! slower sources
( f 0<200 Hz) having spindown ages in excess of
t51000 yr. The number of parameter space points which
must be searched is plotted as a function of total observationtime in Fig. 6. The numbers are normalized by a maximum
projected mismatch mmax50.3.
In considering an optimal choice of observation time, it is
useful to construct an empirical fit to Np(tobs ,mmax). Notice
first that all the parameters DlW in F, given by Eq. ~5.8!,
appear multiplied by the gravitational wave frequency f 0 ;
FIG. 6. Number of independent points in parameter space as a
function of total observation time, using a maximum projected mis-
match mmax50.3. The parameter ranges chosen were: ~a! maximum
gravitational wave frequency 1000 Hz, minimum spindown age
tmin540 yr ~hypothetical young pulsars!; ~b! maximum gravita-
tional wave frequency 200 Hz, minimum spindown age
tmin5103 yr ~observed, slow pulsars!. The short-dashed curve rep-
resents the total number of patches ignoring all f k . The long-dashed
curve is the number of patches including only f 1 in the search. The
dotted line is the number of patches including both f 1 and f 2 . Also
shown is the empirical fit given in the text; it was normalized by the
results shown in ~a!. In some regimes, searching over an additional
spindown parameter would seem to reduce the number of patches;
however, this actually only indicates regions where the parameter
space extends less than one full patch width in the additional di-
mension. In such regimes one must properly discard the extra pa-
rameter from the search, forcing one to choose always the higher of
the curves.
2112 57BRADY, CREIGHTON, CUTLER, AND SCHUTZthus, Np}( f max)s12 where f max is the maximum gravitational
wave frequency to be searched for. Furthermore, provided
the determinant of the metric is only weakly dependent on
the values of the f k one may also extract a factor of
t2s(s12)/2; our investigations suggest the validity of this ap-
proach. In this way we arrive at the expression
Np. max
sP$0,1...%
@NsFs~ tobs!# , ~6.3!
where
Ns5S f max1 kHzD
s12S 40 yrt D
s~s11 !/2S 0.3mmaxD
~s12 !/2
, ~6.4!
F0~ tobs!56.93103T213.0T5, ~6.5!
F1~ tobs!5
1.93108T815.03104T11
4.71T6 , ~6.6!
F2~ tobs!5
2.23107T14
56.01T9 , ~6.7!
and T5tobs /(8.643104 s) is the observation time measured
in days. These formulas are normalized using only the data
corresponding to Fig. 6~a!, and subsequently compared with
computed values for several frequencies and spindown ages
t. The analytic fit is in good agreement with the computed
results for a variety of parameters; however, the fits generally
break down for observation times less than one day. We
stress that more spindown parameters may become important
for observation times longer than 30 days.
Schutz @18# has previously estimated the number of points
which must be searched in the absence of spindown correc-
tions; he argued that this number scaled as T4 for observation
times longer than about a day. The difference between his
previous estimate and the expression in Eq. ~6.5!, which
shows that the number of points increases as T5, derives
from an asymmetry between declination and right ascension
which was not accounted for in his argument.
The benefit of the metric formulation is that it accounts
for the significant correlations which exist between the in-
trinsic spindown and the earth-motion-induced Doppler
modulations by using points which lie on the principal axes
of the ellipsoids described by Eq. ~5.15!. Replacing the in-
variant volume integral in Eq. ~5.17! by
E
P
A)
i
g ii ds12lW , ~6.8!
gives the number of points required for a search if, instead,
one chooses them to lie on the $nx ,ny , f 1 , f 2 , . . . % coordi-
nate grid. Figure 7 shows the total number of points com-
puted using this method compared to the results obtained
using the invariant volume integral. For sufficiently long in-
tegration times the difference can be several orders of mag-
nitude.
B. Computational requirements
The number of real samples of the interferometer output
for an observation lasting tobs seconds, and sampled at afrequency 2 f max , where f max is the maximum gravitational
wave frequency being searched for, is
N52 f maxtobs . ~6.9!
For each lW that is used to stretch the detector output, a search
then requires an FFT, calculation of the power, and some
thresholding test for excess power. Assuming that the
stretching and thresholding require negligible computations
compared to performing the FFT and computing the power,
the total number of floating point operations for a search is
Nop56 f maxtobsNp@ log2~2 f maxtobs!11/2# , ~6.10!
where Np is given by Eqs. ~6.3!–~6.7!. The additive 1/2 in-
side the square brackets accounts for the three floating point
operations per frequency bin which are required to compute
the power from the Fourier transform.
A guideline for a feasible, long-term, search strategy is
that data reduction should proceed at a rate comparable to
data acquisition. Thus, the total computing power required
for data reduction, in floating point operations per second
~flops!, is
P5
Nop
tobs
56 f maxNp~ tobs ,mmax!@ log2~2 f maxtobs!11/2# .
~6.11!
For a prescribed maximum projected mismatch mmax , and
maximum available computing power Pmax this expression
determines the maximum allowed coherent integration time.
Alternatively, given the computing power available for data
reduction, Pmax , it provides an implicit relation between
mmax and the integration time.
FIG. 7. The total number of parameter-space points needed to
search for pulsars having gravitational wave frequency up to 1 kHz,
and spindown age greater than t540 yr. The solid line is the num-
ber computed using the metric and properly accounting for correla-
tions between various terms in the frequency evolution. The dotted
line is the same number computed directly by assuming the points
must lie on the grid of coordinates used to parametrize the signal.
The benefits of using the metric to optimally place the points to be
searched in parameter space is clear.
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mize the sensitivity of the search. In order to do this we must
first obtain a threshold, above which we consider excess
power to indicate the presence of a signal.
As discussed in Sec. IV, we assume that the noise in the
detector is a stationary, Gaussian random process with zero
mean and PSD Sn( f ). In the absence of a signal, the power
Po( f )52un˜( f )u2 is exponentially distributed with prob-
ability density function
e2Po~ f !/Sn~ f !
Sn~ f ! . ~6.12!
We assume that there is independent noise in each of f maxtobs
frequency bins for a given demodulated power spectrum. In
general the noise spectra obtained from neighboring param-
eter space points will not be statistically independent; how-
ever, one may expect that the correlations will be small when
the mismatch between the points approaches unity. There-
fore we approximate the number of statistically independent
noise spectra in our search to be Np ~tobs , mmax50.3!. In
order that a detection will have overall statistical significance
a, we must set our detection threshold so there is less than
12a probability of any noise event exceeding that thresh-
old. For a detection to occur the power in the demodulated
detector output must satisfy
Po~ f !
Sn~ f ! .
rc
Sn~ f ! 5lnF f maxtobsNp~ tobs ,mmax50.3!12a G ,
~6.13!
where Po( f ) was defined in Eq. ~5.1!, and rc is the thresh-
old power.
In other words, if the power at a given frequency exceeds
rc we can infer that a signal is present; the expected power
in the signal is then rc2Sn . Thus, the minimum character-
istic amplitude we can expect to detect is
h th5A ~rc /Sn21 !Sn~ f !^F12 ~Q ,F ,C!&~12^m&!tobs, ~6.14!
where ^F1
2 (Q ,F ,C)& is the square of the detector response
averaged over all possible source positions and wave polar-
izations. ^m& is the expected mismatch for a source whose
signal parameters lW lie within a given patch, assuming that
all parameter values in that patch are equally likely. We note
that the characteristic detector sensitivities h3/yr in Fig. 1 are
obtained from this expression by setting tobs5107 s, ^m&50,
and f maxtobsNp51 in the expression for rc ; this agrees with
Eq. ~1.4!.
The optimal search strategy is to choose those values of
tobs and mmax which, for some specified computational power
Pmax and detection confidence a, maximize our sensitivity Q
which is defined by
Q~ tobs ,mmax![
1
h th
}
AF12 s12s14 mmaxG tobs
rc /Sn21
,
~6.15!where rc /Sn is given by Eq. ~6.13!. Assuming an overall
statistical significance of a50.99, we have computed the
optimal observation time tobs and optimal maximum mis-
match mmax , as functions of computing power, for the two
searches considered in the previous subsection. The results
are shown in Fig. 8.
VII. COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
FOR A DIRECTED SEARCH
In Secs. V and VI we examined the computational re-
quirements of an all-sky pulsar search. In this section we
examine the computational requirements for a directed pulsar
search, by which we mean a search where the position is
FIG. 8. The optimum observation time ~thick solid line!, and
maximal projected mismatch ~dotted line! as functions of available
computational power. Both graphs assume a threshold which gives
an overall statistical significance of 99% to any detection ~although
the results should be insensitive to the precise value!. Each of the
graphs corresponds to: ~a! the situation encountered when searching
for periodic sources having gravitational wave frequencies up to
1000 Hz, with minimum spindown ages tmin540 yr. ~b! The
equivalent results for gravitational wave frequencies up to 200 Hz,
with minimum spindown ages tmin5103 yr. The transition region
seen in ~a! is due to the fact that a longer integration time would
require searching over an additional spindown parameter, as seen in
Fig. 6. In this region it is more efficient, as one adds computational
power, to lower mismatch thresholds, rather than searching over the
additional parameter.
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are unknown. Obvious targets in this category are SN1987A,
nearby supernova remnants that do not contain known radio
pulsars, and the center of our galaxy. Such searches will
clearly be among the first performed once the new generation
of gravitational wave detectors begin to come on line.
Our treatment of directed pulsar searches closely parallels
that of of the all-sky search, so we can be brief. Since the
source position (nx ,ny) is known, we can simply remove the
Earth’s motion from the data. Below we imagine that the
signal has already been transformed to the solar system bary-
center. Then the unknown parameters describing the pulsar
waveform are
~l0,l1,. . .ls!5~ f 0 , f 1 ,. . . , f s!, ~7.1!
where the f i are the same as defined in Eq. ~2.1! and s is just
the number of spindown parameters included in the fre-
quency model. We again calculate the metrics gi j and g i j
using Eqs. ~5.13! and ~5.16!, respectively, and then calculate
Np using ~5.17! ~except the integral is now over
s-dimensional parameter space!. Assuming hexagonal pack-
ing in two dimensions and cubic packing in the others, the
size of each patch is Vpatch5(3)/4)(4mmax /s)s/2. ~Except
for s51, where Vpatch52mmax
1/2
.! We arrive at the expression
Np. max
sP$1,2...%
@NsGs~ t !# , ~7.2!
where
Ns5S f max1 kHzD
sS 40 yrt D
s~s11 !/2S 0.3mmaxD
s/2
, ~7.3!
G1~ tobs!51.53103T2, ~7.4!
G2~ tobs!56.973101T5, ~7.5!
G3~ tobs!52.8931024T9, ~7.6!
where T5tobs /(8.643104 s) is the observation time mea-
sured in days. Comparing these results with Eqs. ~6.3!–~6.7!,
we see that for our fiducial parameter values ~f max51 kHz,
tmin540 yr, mmax50.3! and observation times T of order a
week, Np is ;105 times larger for an all-sky search than for
a directed search. Another way of putting this is: after using
one8s freedom to adjust the frequency and spindown param-
eters in optimizing the fit, only ;105 distinguishable patches
on the sky remain. Equivalently, a single directed search can
cover an area of ;1024 steradians. Thus ;1000 week-long,
directed searches would be sufficient to cover the galactic
center region.
We can calculate the optimal mmax and tobs as a function
of computing power for a directed search in the same way as
we did for the all-sky directed search. @Except the factor
(s12)/(s14) in Eq. ~6.15! becomes s/(s12) for the
directed-search case.# The results are shown in Fig. 9, for our
two fiducial types of pulsar. We see that knowing the source
position in advance increases tobs by only a factor of ;10,
for 1 Tflops computing power. The resulting gains in sensi-
tivity can be seen in Fig. 2.VIII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Searching for unknown sources of continuous gravita-
tional waves using LIGO, or other interferometers, will be an
immense computational task. In this paper we have presented
our current understanding of the problem. By applying tech-
niques from differential geometry we have estimated the
number of independent points in the parameter space which
must be considered in all-sky and directed searches for
sources which spin down on timescales short enough to pro-
duce observable effects; these numbers were used to com-
pute the maximum achievable sensitivity for a coherent
search ~see Fig. 2!. Furthermore, the metric formulation can
be used to optimally place the parameter-space points which
must be sampled in a search.
Our analysis takes no account of bottlenecks in the analy-
FIG. 9. The optimum observation time ~thick solid line!, and
maximal projected mismatch ~dotted line! as functions of available
computational power for directed searches. Both graphs assume a
threshold which gives an overall statistical significance of 99% to
any detection ~although the results are insensitive to the precise
value!. Each of the graphs corresponds to: ~a! the situation encoun-
tered when searching for periodic sources having gravitational wave
frequencies up to 1000 Hz, with minimum spindown ages
tmin540 yr. ~b! The equivalent results for gravitational wave fre-
quencies up to 200 Hz, with minimum spindown ages tmin5103 yr.
The transition regions, where the optimum observation time does
not increase, are due to the fact that a longer integration time would
require searching over an additional spindown parameter.
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munication. These are important issues which may impose
further constraints on the maximum observation time; how-
ever, it seems premature to address such problems until we
know the hardware that will be used to conduct searches for
continuous waves.
Unfortunately, Fig. 8 shows that it will be impossible to
search, in one step, 107 s worth of data over all-sky posi-
tions. However it is also unnecessary. We foresee imple-
menting a hierarchical search strategy, in which a long data
stream is searched in two ~or more! stages, trading off sen-
sitivity in the first stage for reduced computational require-
ments. Having determined a number of potential signals in
the first stage—presumably at a threshold level which allows
many false alarms due to random noise—these candidate
events would be followed up in the second stage, using
longer integration times. The longer integration times would
be possible because the search would only have to be per-
formed over much smaller regions of the parameter space, in
the neighborhoods of the candidate signal parameters. In this
way, one can achieve a greater sensitivity than a coherent
search using the same computational resources.
Clearly one can imagine many different implementations
of this rough strategy, and we have not yet determined the
optimal one. Nevertheless, we have considered the simple
example where the data is searched in two stages. Candidate
signals from an all-sky search of a short stretch of data
@T (1) seconds long# are followed up using longer Fourier
transforms to achieve greater sensitivity. One can estimate
T (1) using Fig. 8 and an assumption that roughly half of the
total computing budget is used on the first stage; this turns
out to be a valid assumption. A simple argument along these
lines goes as follows. Consider a search for young, fast pul-
sars that begins by coherently analyzing stretches of data that
are all ;1 day long ~possible with ;431012 flops, by Fig.
8!. Imagine that in the second stage of the search one follows
up all templates such that P0( f ,lW ).4.6Sn( f ), by seeing
whether templates with roughly the same parameter values
are exceeding this threshold every day. @Here P0( f ,lW ) is the
power of the stretched data at frequency f , for stretch lW .
This threshold implies that one is following up only one out
of every hundred templates.# It seems likely that this secondstage will not be more computationally intensive than the
first. To exceed this threshold, a pulsar must have
hc*12h3/yr . This is factor of roughly 3 better than if one
restricted oneself to coherent searches considered above, but
is a factor of 3 worse than the sensitivity one could achieve
with unlimited computing power.
A refinement of this strategy would be one in which the
first pass consists of several incoherently added power spec-
tra. That is, one slices the data into N sequential subsets,
performs a full search ~as described in this paper! for each
subset, and adds up the power spectra of the resulting
searches for each of the parameter sets. This technique has
been used to good effect by radio astronomers searching for
pulsars @28#. Since the addition of power spectra is incoher-
ent, there is a loss of signal-to-noise ratio in the final
summed power spectrum of 1/AN in relation to a full coher-
ent search over the whole timescale. However, the computa-
tional savings involved allow one to search stretches of data
which are much longer overall. For some optimal choice of
N , this will result in higher sensitivities when one follows up
candidate detections using coherent searches. Nicholson ~pri-
vate communication! has estimated that a 1 Tflops computer
could perform such a search of 107 s of data, over all-sky
positions but ignoring pulsar spindowns. A subsequent paper
will present a concrete analysis of this and other hierarchical
scenarios @35#.
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